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Rbst ract 

Decision Support Systems which have been typical single 
user systems for most of the decade of their existence, are 
now evolving into tools for supporting groups of decision 
makers. Thus, they are merging into the mainstream of office 
information systems. Communication among multiple decision 
makers has been identified as the major novel issue in such 
group decision support systems (GDSS) . This paper analyzes 
the communications requirements of GDSS and presents a design 
architecture which is integrated in the presentat ion and 
application layers of the IS0 Open Systems Rrchitecture. This 
design has been implemented on a network of personal cornpu- 
ters in CO-OP, a GDSS for cooperative group decision making 
based on interactive multiple criteria decision making (MCDM) 
methods. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Communicat ions in off ice systems has played an important 

role in enhancing performance among office workers: *However, 

most of the research in office information systems has 

focused on automation of clerical tasks. Higher level 

managerial tasks have been only supported by single user 

decision support systems (DSS). Such practice does not 

support communicat ions act ivit ies which occupy most of 

the managers* time (Mintzberg, 1971, 1973). Moreover, it may 

lead to reduced commnucations amonq managers, incoherent en- 

vironmental scanning, and contradictory decision outcomes 

(Crozier, 1964; Perrow, 197%). 

Only recently, decision support systems for group problem 

solving have begun to address communications issues in higher 

level managerial tasks. Group Decision Support System . - 
(GDSS) can be defined as a computer-based system that aims to 

support collective problem solving. FI collective decision 

making process can be viewed as a problem solving situation 

in which (i there are two or more persons, each of them 

characterized by his or her own percept ions, att itudes, 

motivations, and personalities, 4 i i who recognize the 

existence of a common problem, and (iii) attempt to reach a 

collective decision. 
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- 
Gray (1981, 19831, Stohr (19811, Bui and Jarke $19841, 

Huber (1982, 19841, Shakun (19841, Bui (1985a, 1985b1, 

DeSanctis and Gallupe (19851, Jarke (19851, Jarke et al. 

(19851, and Licker and Thompson (19851, among others present 

a number of issues related to the design of group DSS, 

Independent of the type of group decision support systems 

suggested, communications have emerged as the core issue in 

designing and implementing effective decision support 

systems for multiple decision makers, In contrast to single 

user DSS which only have to support man-machine communi- 

cation, GDSS must also provide an efficient man-machine-man 

interface. 

Field studies of the impact of electronic media on group 

processes (Short et dl., 1976; Johansen et dl., 1979; 

Christie, 1981) found that computer conferences enhance group 

part icipat ion, as compared to face-to-face meet ings, Simi lar- 

ly, laboratory studies (Wichman, 1970; Dorris et al,, 1972; 

Short, 1974) ind<cate positive relationships between the 

number of communications channels and the efficiency of 

int eract ion (e, g. , speed and accuracy of communicat ion) on 
the one hand, and the degree of cooperation on the other, 

While these findings indicate substantial promise for the 

usefulness of GDSS, it is obvious that only a well-designed 
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communications component in the GDSS will be able to reali?e 
.- 

this potential. - .  - 

The purpose of this paper is twofold. On the one hand, it 

provides an analysis of the communications types and needs 

in GDSS. On the other, it presents a design for the GDSS 

communications component that facilitates integration of GDSS 

into office systems since it is based on the proposed IS0 

Open Systems standards ( ISO, 1982). The proposed arch i tect ure 

has been realized in Co-oP (Bui and Jarke, 1984; Bui, 1985b1, 

a GDSS for cooperative multiple criteria decision making. 

Multiple criteria decision making (MCDM) methods were found 

to be particularly suitable for GDSS, because they are 

interactive, permit multiple viewpoints of a problem, and 

focus on the decision process rather than on its outcomes 

alone, Co-oP has been implemented in pascal ' and is currently 

operational on a network of personal computers. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a 

taxonomy of GDSS-architectures by the type of man-machine-man 

communication they offer. It is argued that GDSS should 

offer components for individual decision support as well as 

for establishing the group decision. In section 3, five 

types of communicat ions requirements for GDSS are ident if ied. 

Section 4 identifies the major roles and functions of GDSS 
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based on these requirements, and demonstrates how to lnte-. - 
grate the corresponding GDSS modules into the IS0 Open 

0 .  

Systems Orch i tect ure as prot oco 1 s for present at ion and 

appl icat ion level eommunicat ion. Finally, sect ion 5 presents 

the Co-op system, focusing on the integration of group 

communication and the methods for multiple criteria group 

decision making and negotiation. 

2. THE EVOLVING NQTURE OF DSS COMMUNICRTIONS 

Group communication situations can be classified along 

four different dimensions (Jarke, 1985): spatial and temporal 

distance among decision makers, central izat ion of eontrol in 

the group, and degree of cooperation. These decision settings 

can be supported to varying degrees by any of the s i x  

architectures for mamnachine-man communication displayed in 

Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. A Typology of Group Decision Support Systems 
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C 

Type 1 represents the tradit ional DSS paradigm. _ The 
- 

purpose of sueh a DSS is to enhance the user's cognitive 

processing capabilities and/or to facilitate the learning 

process. The bilateral relationship between user and DSS 

provides no communications support as required in cooperative 

decision making. In fact, this type of DSS has been criticiz- 

ed for its potential isolating role (Sanders et al., 1984). 

In Type 2, a group of users has access to a traditional 

DSS, typically through an intermediary. The purpose of sueh a 

DSS is in essence the same as the single user DSS. The group 

decision making process (e-g., aggregation of preferences or 

votes) remains unsupported by the DSS. 

The third possible GDSS architecture tiyp= 3) includes 

the capabilities of the previous one but also provides 

computerized or automated group problem solving capabilities 

(e. g. , automated eomputat ion of aggregat ion of preferences, 
electronic interpretation of individual votes). The rela- 

tionship between the decision group and the GDSS remains yet 

bilateral, in that the users share the same man-machine 

interface. This type of GDSS is exemplified by Huber's (1982) 

decision room approach, and the single-user, multiplayer DSS 

by Licker and Thompson (1985). 
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While the third architecture provides a mechanism for 

mapping and integrating application-level communications 

results ti. e., preference aggregat ion and mediat ion support 1 ,  

another generalization of the individual DSS framework (Type 

4) addresses the need for knowledge sharing among remote 

individual DSS, for instance, by exchanging data files or 

mail messages. However, this network of loosely coupled 

individual DSS lacks knowledge about the existence of a 

decision group. 

Types 5 and 6 suggest a multilateral relationship between 

members of a group via a network of individual DSS and group 

DSS. Such a network of DSS is aimed at supporting both the 

decision maker who is a member of the group and the group 

itself. Nevertheless, only individual users'interaet with the 

system; the group as a whole is no longer a single user of 

the GDSS. In other words, the fifth and sixth types of GDSS 

represent a distributed problem solving system composed of a 

decentralized, l;osely coupled group of decision makers. 

The last two architectures can be considered true GDSS 

since they combine the advantages of knowledge sharing among 

individual DSS (Type 4) with those of supporting group 

activities such as preference aggregation and negotiation at 
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a high level (Type 3) .  Bdditionally, the use of a GDSS gi= She 
C 

communicat ions component (not just in the communicgt ions 
- 

component) allows flexible definition and enforcement of 

group decision making standards and protocols. Whereas this 

is done automatically in the architecture of Type 5, the Type 

6 architecture employs the services of a human group leader 

or mediator, whose efforts are only supported but not 

replaced by the GDSS. 

To summarize, it can be observed that the six architec- 

tures form a logical sequence; the capabilities of Type 1 

DSS are contained in Type 2 and Type 4, of Type 2 in Type 3, 

of Types 3 and 4 in Type 5, and of Type 5 in Type 6. 

The remainder of this paper develops the design of a 

communications architecture for the Type 5 GDSS which is 

implemented in the Co-op system. For further discussion of 

Type 6 GDSS, see (Jarke et d l . ,  1985). 
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3. COMMUNICRTIONS REQUIREMENTS OF GDSS 

In the context of distributed group decision making, 

the demands for information exchange are marked by certain 

characteristics that should be considered in the design of 

communications capabilities. 

3.1 Need to reduce miscommunicat ions 

In a single user environment (Type 1 to 31, a DSS user 

interface should ti) be easy to learn, use and remember; < i  i) 

be suitable for both novice and expert use; (iii) be effic- 

ient in the use of system resources; and (iv) promote 

effective usage and better decision making (Stohr and 

White, 1982). Interface requirements in a GDSS are much more 
- .  

stringent, because there is not just a man-machine, but a 

man-machine-man interface to consider. 

Due to the diversity of the decision makersv knowledge, 

and to reduce mi&understanding during group communication, 

the Input/Output formats for group decision techniques should 

be universally recognizable or at least understandable by 

every member of the group. If the group is small and homo- 

geneous, the group DSS should be able to transfer detailed 

informat ion between decision makers upon request (e. g. , 
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duplication of individual inputs, outputs, intermediate . - 
results). On the other hand, if the group is large-or 

- 
heterogeneous, a minimal and standardized form of group 

informat ion should prevai 1 (e. g., overall group ranking), at 

least at the first round of the group decision making 

process. 

In addition, the group user interface system should 

include tools that assist the members in performing various 

group decision activities. These include: 

- initiation (e-g., How does the group start the collective 
decision making process? Should the group elect a person 

that leads the discussion?); 

- exchanging informat ion (e. g., How can a member request or 

- .  
share informat ion?) ; 

- analyzing group discussions or decisions (e.g., How does 

the group interpret the results?); and 

- consensus testing <e.g., What decision technique(s1 to 

adopt -- dembcratic vote or weighted majority rule?). 

The group DSS interface should be able to provide flexible 

Help commands that clarify these tasks. 
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3.2 Need to support both informal and formal communications 
.- 

- .  - 

kcording to Pye et al. (19731, the activities asso- 

ciated with group decision problems constitute a mixture of 

positive and negative reactions, problem solving attempts and 

'questionsT. Short et al. (1976) suggest that negative and 

positive reactions could be classed together as person- . 
oriented communicat ions, since they reflect attitudes of one 

part icipant of the group towards another. Meanwhi le, the 

search for information and problem-solving attempts could be 

classified as non-person-oriented communications since they 

are primarily concerned with the content of the decision 

problem. Even if the concept ual dist inct ion between person- 

oriented and non-person-oriented communication can be fuzzy 

due to the ambiguity of human behavior, it suggests the 

development of mult i ple communieat ions chHnnels and provides 

some assistance in selecting suitable communication channels 

between individual DSS. 

Furthermore, Morley and Stephenson ( 1970) conducted 

various experiments to assess the effects of media on 

eonf 1 iet resolut ion, Rmong other things, these studies 

support the hypothesis that formal communicat ion (e. g. , 
official telephone conversation, written correspondence) has 

a greater emphasis on the object of the discussion at the 
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expense of the interpersonal exchange (Short, 1974). ..- 
0 .  - 

The concept of formal communication leads to the idea of 

structuring' communicat ion, as opposed to let t ing the group 

processes occur ' natural ly9. The need to structure communi- 
cation is primarily motivated by the increasing size of the 

group. fis its size increases, the group becomes hetero- 

geneous, loses control of its norms for interactions, and is 

prone to undesirable interpersonal influences. Flmong the 

undesirable behaviors found in a group, one can recognize (i) 

the 9surveillance effect' (Flsch, 1951) that pushes people to 

go along with the group rather than specify their own ideas, 

(ii) the individual lack of confidence when facing group 

pressure (Rl len, 1970), and ( ii i the ' leadership phenomenonT 
that prevents equal part ici pat ion. 

- .  

Thus, the design of structured eommunicat ion interfaces, 

such as f i 11-in-the-form input/output formats, should 

- promote independent generat ion of ideas or judgments, 
- enforce mechanisms for assuring equal opportunity to 

participate in the discussion, and 

- provide organized feedback for group discussion. 
Examples for such techniques that have been used in GDSS 

include Delphi and Nominal Group Techniques (Huber, 1982; 

Turoff and Hiltz, 1982). 
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Meanwhile, the avai labi 1 ity of unstructured compluni- 
- 

cation interfaces should compensate for some interpersonal 

communicat ions needs that structured interfaces cannot 

provide. For instance, under a cont rol led environment, 

online and public notepad, electronic bulletin board, 

electronic mail may enhance interpersonal communications, 

3.3 Need for format-transparent informat ion exchanae 

Decision makers often demand or generate information in a 

variety of formats, ranging from un-structured, written 

notes to structured, numerical tables (Bernard, 1979). The 

most complex form of information traffic is the situation in 

which decision makers simultaneously require information 
. 

exchanges on different subjects from different members using 

complicated combinations of input/output formats. It would 

then be necessary to identify, classify and convert heteroge- 

neous informat ion styles into standard message formats. 

Furthermore, information related to group problem solving 

techniques must be creat ed and maintained. For instance, 

aggregation of preferences requires some standardized inputs 

from various sources of individual results. 
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Thus, the communications component of a GDSS requires . 
F 

sophisticated format conversion and aggregation te~hniques 
- 

to provide maximal freedom to individual decision makers 

while reaching a group result in finite time. 

3.4 Limited versus Free Information Exchanse 

In some group decision situations, it is conceivable that 

all shared information is 'public9 in that every member of 

the decision group has the right to access to any information 

that is sent by a member of the group to another, In other 

decision situations, only individual-to-individual or private 

message transfers are authorized, The creat ion, maintenance, 

and storage of message routing activities remains crucial to 

enforce group norms concerning the type of information 
- .  

sharing. Such norms can be consensually predefined by the 

group prior to the group decision making process in GDSS 

(Type 51, or monitored by the mediator (Type 6 ) .  

3 -5  Need to support Evolvinq Patterns of Communication 

The requirements for information sharing evolve through 

various phases of the group decision making process. For 

example, Walton (1969) argues that a group problem solving 

phase that emphasizes on search and innovation requires more 
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spontaneity, and thus open communicat ion pattern; whereas,. .-- 

bargaining activities that induce a preference for-deliberate 
- 

control of information exchange would be facilitated by using 

individual-to-individual communication channels. 

During the early phases of the collective decision making 

process, encouraging information exchange between group 

members is recognized as an effective strategy to resolve 

individual differences. However, empirical studies have shown 

that, under certain circumstances communication channels can 

escalate eonf 1 ict (Krauss and Deutsch, 1966 . El iminat ing 
communication channels in such situations should be enforced 

to prevent deterioration of relationships. While the decision 

to whether encourage or discourage communication between 

decision makers depends on a number of unpredictable situa- 
. 

t ion-dependent factors, the GDSS communicat ions component 

should be designed in such a way that it can accommodate 

various communications needs and changes during the group 

decision making process. In other words, the pattern of 

communications protocols should vary according to the 

dynamics of the group decision making process. 
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4. DESIGNING THE COMMUNICRTIONS COMPONENT - 

To summarize the requirements analyzed in the previous 

sect ion, the GDSS concept extends the DSS concept of creat ing 

an efficient man-machine interface, to designing controlled 

man-mach i ne-man interfaces that 

- avoid misunderstandings among group members by adapting 
the degree of communication to the group size and 

decision situation; 

- support structured group eommunicat ion in add it ion to 
informal exchange, to reduce negative group effects; 

- adjust to formats and methods preferred by individual 
group members while preserving group consistency; 

- monitor the degree and means of communication according 
to norms set by the group or its leader; and 

- evolve these norms during the various stages of group 
decision making. 

Departing from these requirements, one can develop a set 

of roles and functions a GDSS communications component should 

have. Subsequent ly, a eommunicat ions architecture wi 11 be 

proposed that integrates these roles and f unct ions into the 

IS0 Open Systems Rrchiteeture as present at ion and appl icat ion 

layer protocols. 
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4.1 Roles and Functions of the Communications Component - 

The roles of the communications component represent 

the potential impact it causes on group decision making, and 

its functions specify the services it offers to its users. 

Communication control in computer systems provides 

protocols that enable data exchange to take place. In turn, 

communication protocols can be defined as a set of rules and 

formats permitting the control of communication between two 

stat ions (e. g., Puzman and Porizek, 1980). One of the main 

roles of any communications component is to make it easier 

for each member of a remote decision group to communicate 

electronically without having to be concerned about detailed 

and compl icated protocol procedures. This issue of user 
. 

transparency is particularly crucial given the diversity, and 

consequent ly complexity, of the communicat ion requirements 

and facilities. 

/ 

However, the effort to obtain ease of communication access 

is not unique to the design of group DSS. Rather, it has 

always been one of the most important objectives of computer 

networks design. From a GDSS standpoint, the analysis and 

design of communications support should go beyond the usual 

focus on technical issues of communications control such as 
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network topology, network design, capacity and flow assign- - 
ment, error detection, etc. Fl GDSS not only has to, lndicate 

- 

to individual DSS how to eommunicate, but also what informat- 

ion to exchange. One can identify at least three roles 

that are specific to a communications system in group 

decision making. Flt different phases of the distributed 

decision process, the communications manager can either play 

the role of a coordinator, a detective, or an inventor, 

(1) Coordinator Role: Most problem solving activity begins 

with situation analysis and problem definition. Situation 

analysis is characterized by a (common) recognition that 

there exists an urgent and important problem to be solved, 

Once identified in the situation analysis, a problem is 

transformed in the problem definition phase in such a way 
- - 

that solutions can be generated, analyzed and selected (see 

also Jarke et al., 1985). Eiseman (1977) and Kolb et al. 

(1904) emphasize that the success of information gathering 

and problem definition depends on the ability of the group to 
- 

eliminate mistrust and threat that could cause group partici- 

pants to withhold or distort information. Walton (1969) 

suggests that by installing a communication medium that 

follows some norms of fairness (e-g., equality of participa- 

tion, preserving autonomy), information exchange will be more 

abundant and accurate, 
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The communication component should thus coordinate various 
.- 

protocols to engender part ici pants' conf idence. Such proto- 
- 

cols could include the ones that ti1 assure that each member 

can successively broadcast hidher ideas given a equal amount 

of t ime, ( i i 1 support teleconferencing to synchronize 

arguments, or (i i i 1 promote informat ion exchange whi le 

guarantee i ng privacy. 

(2) Detective Role: G decision maker's analysis could be 

distorted by the individual's attempt to ,spys others* 

activities, or by the influence of some members who try to 

take over an individual's responsibility. The communica- 

tions component should then play the role of detective to 

prevent unwanted data exchange, temporari ly disable a1 1 

links, or prevent malicious modification of public data. 
- - 

Concurrently, decision makers tend to delay sending their 

individual results. The communications component should 

press its users to submit opinions before a given due date. 

From a general perspective, the detective role consists 

of enforcing communications protocols previously defined to 

drive the collective decision making process. 

( 3 )  Inventor Role: The inventor role is an extension of the 

coordinator role. Given the complex nature of a group 
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decision problem and the diverse and unpredictable decision 
C 

approaches of the participants, the communications,eomponent 
- 

should be able to detect incompatible information exchange, 

and, if possible, propose alternate formats. The inventor 

role implies on one hand potential for tolerance to uncer- 

tainty in requests and needs for data transfers, and on the 

other, continued search for communications operations that 

facilitate information exchange (Davis and Smith, 1983). 

Thus, protocols for G R S S  should be able to analyze, evaluate 

and determine the content of transmissible information, 

rather than simply perform a transport task. 

The functions provided by the communications component in 

order to play the above roles are at least twofold. First, it 

monitors a broad spectrum of data trans~orts during a group 
- .  

problem solving process. This transport f unct ion ranges from 

information exchange to information hiding, from selective 

and personalized routing to collective diffusion of data, 

from public to private information. Second, the communi- 

cations component coordinates various aetivities <i.e., ini- 

t ial i zat ion, operat ion dur ing consensus search, negot iat ion 

and mediation). 

Figure 2 summarizes the relationships between the roles of 

G R S S  eommunicat ions components and supporting functions. 
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........................................................... 
Decision Phases Role Funct ion 

Situation FInalysis/ Coord i nat or provide support 
Information gathering/ for information 
Problem Definition exchange 

.......................................................... 
Individual Decision Detect ive enforce communication 
FIna 1 yses prot oco 1 s 

Group Decision 
FInalyses 

Invent or search for data eom- 
patibility of group 
algorithms; sort data 
for diffusion 

Figure 2. The Roles and Functions of the 
GDSS Communications Component- . 
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4.2 Relationship to the IS0 Open Systems Rrchitecture - 
- .  - 

The 1 iterat ure supports concept ual i zat ion of a DSS 

as being composed of three main components: the Dialogue 

manager, the Model manager and the Data manager (egg., 

Spraque and Carlson, 1982). Expanding the DSS framework into 

group problem solving requires the addition of a Communi- 

cations manager as a fourth component. 

The arch i t ect ure af  the GDSS communicat ions component is 

based on the Open System Qrchitecture OSR-RM (ISU, 1982) 

which defines a framework for providing data communication 

links between systems. Specifically, five communication 

functions are specified: link establishment (generally in a 

switched network), transmission opening, data exchange, 
- .  

transmission terminating, and link releasing. The reference 

model proposes decomposition of the communication arehitec- 

ture into seven layers. The services offered by each layer 

are described in Figure 3. Factors or parameters measuring 

the performance of the layers are included in parentheses. 
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The reference to such a standard is justified by the fact - 
that it helps to (i) minimize operating systems dependencies, 

(ii) simplify protocol interfaces, (iii) assure reliability, 

ease of maintenance and portability, and perhaps most 

important, (iv) facilitate the inteqrat ion of comrnunicat ion 

protocols in GDSS. 

When applied to a distributed GDSS architecture (Type 5 

and GI, the modularity and hierarchy principles remain, but 

the internal logic of the upper two IS0 layers must be 

adapted to the GDSS communication requirements discussed in 

section 3. Starting from the Rpplication level (layer 7 1 ,  

Figure 4 proposes an integration framework for the GDSS 

communications component into the IS0 layering concept. 

Figure 5 shows the interaction of these components with the 

IDSS and GDSS. The four new modules will how be described in 

some detail. 
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IDSS-I 

< - - -- - - -- -- - - Layer 7- Rpplication: ------------- ) . GROUP NORM CONSTRUCTOR . GROUP NORM FILTER - XNVOCQTION MECHQNISM 

< --- ----- - - - - Layer 6- Presentation: ------------ ) 
. IDSS-t o-GDSS FORMQTTER 

<--- Layer 5-4-3-2-1 : Network, Link, Physical --- > 
TRRNSMISSION PROTOCOLS PROVIDED 
BY SELECTED NETWORK OR LQN 

Figure 4. The GDSS Comrnurticat ions Component and 
the IS0 Model 
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F i g u r e  5. H o d u ) - e s  o f  t h e  C o m m u n i c a t i o n s  C o m p o n e n t  

h , 
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1 
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4.3 The Qppl icat ion Layer in GDSS 

In Layer 7, three new systems components are introduced- 

The purpose of the Group Norm Constructor is to provide a 

flexible and adjustable mechanism for monitoring information 

transfer between individual DSS. This functional speciali- 

zation is indispensable when a decision group has to define a 

framework for computer-based group decision making, and the 

GDSS does not know in advance which type of communications 

should be invoked in a specific group decision situation. 

Figure 6 offers checklists of major issues to be defined by 

the group norm. 

The output that the Group Norm Constructor generates is 

then serct to the Group Norm Filter. The function of this 

module is to enforce the defined protocols whenever a 

communication activity is triggered by the GDSS users. When a 

data transfer is requested, the Group Norm Filter will check 

whether or not the desired interaction corresponds to the 

prcrtocols. I f  the request is in accordance with the proto- 

cols, it is transferred to the next communications routine. 

Otherwise, the Group Norm Filter would notify the user of the 

violation, and display the current commurrications protocols 

pattern, if requested. 
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............................................................ 
DQTR TRRNSFERS: - 

- f . Point-to-point or private data sharing ..,. --- . Maximum number of shared files ............ --- . Maximum size allowed for each file ........ --- . File sharing allowed only at the 
following phases: 
- Problem definition ...................... ,-- 
- Individual Decision Qnalyses ............ --- 
- Group Decision Rnal-yses ................. ,,- 
Public data sharing ,-- . ....................... . Maximum number of shared files ............ --- . Maximum size allowed for each file ........ --- . File sharing allowed only at the 
following phases: 
- Problem definition ...................... -,- 
- Individual Decision Rnalyses ............ --- 
- Group Decision Flnalyses ................. ,-, 

............................................................ 
INTERRCTIVE CONVERSRTION: 

On-line talk --- . .............................. 
Maximum number of talks . ................... --- . Maximum time allowed for each talk ......-. --- . Talk allowed only at the following phases: 
- Problem definition ...................... ,-, - - - Individual Decision Rnalyses ............ --- 
- Group Decision Rnalyses ................. ,,, 
Teleconferencing --- . .......................... . Maximum number of teleconferences ......... --- . Maximum time allowed for each teleeonf. ... --- . Talk allowed only at the following phases: 
- Problem definition ...................... ,,, 
- Individual Decision Rnalyses ............ --, 
- Group Decision Rnalyses ................. --- 

Figure 6. Checklists for a Group Norm Constructor 
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............................................................ 
ELECTRONIC MRIL: 

.- 

- .  ................. Point-to-point communication . 
Maximum number of messages --, . ................ . Maximum time allowed for each message ..... --- . Mail allowed only at the followinq phases: 
-. Problem definition ...................... --- 
- Individual Decision Rnalyses .-.......... --- .................... Group Decision Qnalyses . 

Bulletin board --- . ............................ 
Maximum number of messages ,me . ...*............ . Maximum time allowed for eaeh message ..,.. --- . Mail allowed only at the follawing phases: 
- Problem definition ...................... --, 
- Individual Decision Rnalyses ............ --- 
- Group Decision Qnalyses ................. --- 

GROUP DECISION TECHNIQUES: 

. Rut omat ic select ion of aqgregat ion 
of preferenees techniques .I.........--...- --- 

. If NO, 
- Sums of the Ranks ...................... --- 
- Sums of Outranking Relatiorts- ........... --- 
- Rdditive Ranking .....I................. --- 

................. - Multiplicative Ranking --- 
. Rutomat ic Computation of the ............ Consensus Seeking Rlgorithm (NRI 
Deadline for sending individual results . ...--- 
- Date ................................ --/--/-- 
- Time ................................ __ - __ ........... .  roadc cast in^ of individual results 

Figure 6. Checklists for a Group Norm Constructor 
(cont inued ) 
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Finally, the Invocation Mechanism enables any authorized - 
decision maker to request eventual modification of the - .  
communications protocols previously set via the Group 

Norm Constructor. The rat ionale of such a mechanism is to 

provide enough flexibility to deal with the inherently 

dynamic and non-deterministic communications nature of 

group problem solving processes. Moreover, a request for 

protocol change cannot be satisfied unless it is approved by 

the entire group. Triggered by a group member's request, the 

invocation mechanism checks when and how it can convene the 

decision makers to debate and vote on the motion. 

4.4 The Presentat ion Layer in GDSS 

The particuliarity of the Presentation Layer in the GDSS 

communications architecture is the IDSS-tb-GDSS Document 

Format t er. This format ter contains present at ion protocols for 

any possible type of data exchange in a group decision 
/ 

situation. Examples of such protocols are those related to 

data structures that are shared between the IDSS Model 

Componercts and the GDSS Model component. For instance, in a 

voting procedure, data must be compressed before being 

reported to individual members. 
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5. RN EXRMPLE: THE Co-oP COMMUNICQTIONS COMPONENT 

- 
This section illustrates the feasibility of thsproposed 

communications architecture by presenting a communication 

component designed and implemented in a cooperative multiple 

criteria group decision support system -- CO-OP. Qn early 

version of Co-op is described in (bui and Jarke, 1984) and a 

detailed presentation can be found in (Bui, 1985b). 

5.1. Co-oP: System Overview 

Co-oP is a network of microcomputer-based process-driven 

DSS for cooperative multiple eriteria group decision support 

system. Each participant of the group decision making process 

has hidher own individual DSS whose model base offers, among 

other tools, multiple criteria decision methods (MCDM). The 
A -  .- 

group DSS contains a set of preference aggregation techniques 

that can be used in conjunction with individual MCDM. 

an overview of the network architecture is given in 

Figure 7. In each individual DSS, the Co-oP User Interface 

Component offers a menu-driven window-based environment that 

allows decision makers to access the Model Base (MB), and the 

MCDM-specific Data base (DB). Co-oP employs a standard screen 

format that displays simultaneously four different windows. 
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In addit ion, an electronic notepad window can be popped-up. at - 
any time to make use of person-oriented and unstru~tured 

communications. Rn example screen is shown in Figure 8. 

The purpose sf such a design is to provide the user with a 

synopt ic snapshot of the current state of the problem. 

Throughout the entire Co-op process, the windows can be 

recognized by their colors. They vary, however, in size 

according to the required amount of information displayed 

(i,e., number of decision makers, number of decision alterna- 

tives, and number of evaluation criteria). 

The individual DSS are linked by a microcomputer network 

system using a bus architecture and the Carrier Sense 

Multiple Recess with Collision Detection (CMSWCD) protocol. 

In CMSQ protocols, each workstat ion or node' is required to 

'listen9 before transmitting. If a collision occurs during 

transmission, the Collision Detection protocol forces both 

sending workstations or nodes back off random time intervals 

before trying again. The CMSR/CD protocol is known by its 

relatively good performance, simp1 icity of implementat ion, 

and inherent system reliability (NBS, 1982). 
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** LRMDR MRX 1 3.03 
CONSISTENCY INDEX 1 0.02 
RRNDOMIZED INDEX rn 0.58 
CONSIBTENCY RRTIO 0.03 

PRIRWISE COMPRRISON 

SMITH JONES NEWT0 
SMITH 1.50 1.20 
JONES 0.67 1.10 
NEWT0 0.83 0.91 

\ 

Fiqure 8.2. An actua l  CO-OP screen showing t h e  Working windows, So lut ion  window and 
step window 

PRIORITY VECTOR 

** THERE I8 SOME STRTIQTICRL 
INCONSISTENCY IN YOUR EVRLURTION. 
(STUDY HIQHLIQHTED VRLUES FOR 
PROBRBLE INCONSISTENT EVRLURTION) 

SMI NEW JON 
0.40 0.33 0.27 DO YOU WRNT TO MODIFY THE DRTR (Y/N) 3 

STEP 4 I INDIVIDURL EVRLURTION OF RLTERNRTIVES 
Evaluation of Rlternatives Rccordinp to Criterion QRRDURTE 

SMITH 
JONES 
NEWTON 

A 

0.400 
0.267 
0.333 



2 Co-oP: Group Decision Makinq Process .-- 
0 .  

To insure an unambiguous and uniform information flow, 

Co-oP follows the basic steps of a multiple criteria problem 

solving process, governed by norms imposed by the group. 

These steps are: 

(i) problemdefinition, 

(i i group norm definition, 

(i i i )  prioritization of evaluation criteria, 

(iv) individual select ion of alternatives, 

(v) group select ion of alternatives, and 

(vi) consensus seeking and negotiation. 

These six decision processes dictate the sequencing and 

timing of a Co-op group problem solving session. 

. - 

(i) Definina the problem: 

The group must collectively identify and define a decision 

problem. Specifically, all group members share a same 

decision space, e-g., same alternatives and evaluation 

criteria. The current version of Co-oP supports up to fifteen 

alternatives, and one hundred and twenty five evaluation 

criteria, which may be hierarchically structured. On actual 

Co-oP input screen of the problem definition phase using an 

hypothetical faculty selection example is given in Figure 9. 
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NRME OF GROUP PROBLEM : Faculty Selection 

IDENTIFICRTION OF RLTERNQTIVES: 
Type <q) to end definition of alternatives: 

1. Jones 
2. Smith 
3. Newton 
4- 9 

ENTER HIERRRCHY OF EVRLURTION CRITERIR 
Type (1) for first level, 

2 for second level, 
(3) for third level, and 
(q) to end definition of evaluation criteria: 

1. Education 
1.1 Undersraduate 
1.2 Graduate 

2. Experience - - 
2.1 Teachinq 

2.1.1 Undersraduate 
2 1 . 2 Graduate 

2.2 Research 

3. Rrea uf 'specialization 

Figure 9. Rn Input Screen of the Co-op Group 
Problem Def init ion Process. (The under1 ined 
text is enter by the group leader). 
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During the problem definition phase, Co-oP is expected to - 
support decision makers in communicating their opipion 

regarding the qroup problem solving process. Teleconfe- 

rencing and electronic mail are available to facilitate 

information exchange. From his/her IDSS, the group leader or 

secretary takes note of the discussion; Co-oP provides 

out 1 ine forms' for this purpose. 

(ii) Definins the sroup norm: 

The group has to identify its members and assign indi- 

vidual passwords. It also has to agree upon the way it 

handles data transfers, interactive conversation, ut i 1 izat ion 

of electronic mail, and the type(s) of group decision 

techniques adopted. The group can also request automat ic 

selection and computation of appropriate decision techniques. 

. . 

(iii) Determinins Priorit ies of Evaluation Criteria: 

The third step deals with the prioritization of evaluation 

criteria. This process can be either accomplished by request- 

ing the decision makers to directly assign weights to the 

criteria (e. g., ELECTRE), or by using the RHP hierarchical 

prioritization scheme, The Co-oP collective prioritization 

process can be performed in three modes: 
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- pooled (all group members enter 9c~llecti~ely7 a priority 
r 

vector , - - 
- sequential (group members assigns priority to a subset of 

criteria according to their expertise), or 

- assresated (each member assigns individual weights first; 

then individual priorities are aggregated using a 

pre-determined computat ion rule). 

(iv) Selectinq alternatives individually: 

Given a defined problem, the fourth Co-oP process allows 

the decision maker to individually evaluate alternatives 

using his/her preferred or familiar MCDM. For comparison 

purposes, this Co-op process acts as a single user multiple 

criteria DSS with data communications support. 

To support this process, Co-oP provides each IDSS with a 

model base (MB). The MB provides a technique-driven milieu 

for understanding, selecting, retrieving, and operating the 

decision models stored in a Content Oriented Model Bank 

(COMB) and a Mult-iple Criteria Decision Model Bank (MCDMB). 

The purpose of the COMB is to provide each individual 

decision maker with a large set of models to support the 

process of finding his personal solution to the group 

problem. These models can be classified into two broad 

functional classes: explicative models (e-g,, linear pro- 
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gramming, financial models), and time series models (regress- - 
ion models, smoothing techniques). - .  

The main purpose of the MCDM model bank is to provide the 

decision makers with a set of decision models that can solve 

the most common types of decision problems. Currently, two 

MCDM methods are stored in the MCDMB to support two types of 

decision: the ELECTRE method (Roy, 1968) for selecting (i-e., 

to choose one and only one bestT alternative among many) 

and, the Rnalytical Hierarchy Process (RHP) (Saaty, 1978) for 

ranking (i. e., a1 1 alternatives are good but they are ranked 

according to the decision maker's needs). The screen example 

from Figure 8 above shows the results of an individual 

select ion process using RHP. 

- - 
(v) Cornput inq qroup results: 

The next phase of the Co-oP process is the computation of 

group results using appropriate aggregation of preferences 

techniques. They use the individual MCDM outputs to compute 

group results. Co-oP also allows weighting of users9 decision 

power. 

The Co-oP group model bank contains four techniques for 

aggregation of preferences and some negotiation support 

modules. The former include additive ranking, multiplicative 
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ranking, the sums-of-the-ranks approach, and the sums-of-the 
.-- 

outranking-relations approach (Bui, 1985b). R weighted - .  
majority rule is also implemented to account for the distri- 

bution of power or expertise among decision makers. 

Unless specified otherwise by the group norm filter, the 

CO-OP group module automatically searches for all aggregation 

techniques that are compatible with the MCDM methods used by 

any individual decision maker. If RHP were adopted by every 

group member for individual assessment of alternat ives, a1 1 

of the four implemented techniques will be computed, since 

the latter are compatible with the RHP in that they are based 

on cardinal preferences. However, the ELECTRE method can work 

only with the sums-of-the-outranking-relations and, to a 

certain degree, the sums-of-the-ranks algorithms. When both 

available MCDM are used concurrently, the- Co-op model manager 

in conjunction with the IDSS-to-GDSS formatter automatically 

searches for group decision techniques that can accept inputs 

from both RHP and ELECTRE. 

- 

(vi) Seekins consensus or concessions: 

Finally, if unanimity is not obtained, a consensus seeking 

algorithm can be evoked in the sixth and last phase. If 

impasse still prevails, decision makers can attempt to revise 

their problem by going back to any of the previous steps. 
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- 
Co-oP supports several methods for consensus-seeking 

0 .  

and concession-making. In the ELECTRE context, it attempts to 

perform sensitivity analyses on the ELECTRE parameters. In 

the QHP context, it applies an algorithm called the Nego- 

tiable Rlternatives Identifier (NFII, see Bui, 1985a) which 

employs an expansion/contraetion/intersection mechanism 

in order to search for possible negotiation clues. 

The decomposition of the group decision problem into 

processes permits the users to interrupt their analysis at 

any Co-oP process; they can log back into the decision 

support without having to st art from the first process again. 

During any phase of the.group decision making process, the 

Group Communicat ion System (GCS) interface wi 11 connect 

individual DSS to the group GCS upon request. The Co-oP GCS 

uses an electronic notepad tBorland, 1985) that can be used 

concurrently with other Co-oP modules. This electronic 

notepad makes it-possible for each decision maker to store, 

move and process written communications or data among the 

group either in formal or informal mode. 
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42 

5.3 C-ommunicat ions Modules in Co-oP 

*-. - 
Figure 10 illustrates the interaction of the four GDSS 

communications modules identified in section 4 with the six 

Co-oP processes. 

1 The Co-oP Group Norm Constructor: 

The Group norm constructor allows Co-oP users to define a 

framework for group decision making and communications 

exchange (Figure 11). Flt the beginning of the group MCDM 

process, a group member must be elected as a group leader. 

The primary role of the leader is to help group members 

formulate a collective decision situation and a mutually 

acceptable norm. The latter is then stored in the Co-oP group 

norm construct or. Ident if icat ion of decision makers -- i.e., 
name and password -- is necessary to coordinate qroup 
decision activities. Since the group leader is the only 

member who defines the norms, he/she can enter his password 

during the group norm definition process. Other members of 

the group will be requested to provide their password from 
/ 

their individual workstation. 

The group has to agree upon the way group decision techni- 

ques have to be computed. Co-oP needs to know what techniques 

of aggregation of preferences it must use to compute group 
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Figure 10. Communications Modules and CO-OP Processes 
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results. It also needs to know what weighed majority rule it 
..- 

has to follow. - - 

Parameters governing the nature of information exchange 

must also be defined. Co-op supports broadcasting of indivi- 

dual outputs. If this option is selected, individual outputs 

are public in that they are diffused to every group member's 

workstat ion. Otherwise, only group results are broadcast 

t hroughout the network. 

The qroup members have to elect the possibility to allow 

its members to modify individual analyses after diffusion of 

group analyses. The number of modifications must be given to 

the group norm constructor. 

Finally, time limits can be set to press-the group members 

to reach a decision. Via its qroup norm filter, Co-op will 

warn the decision makers that beyond the time limit late 

submission of individual results will be ignored. 

- 

During the definition of the group norm and throughout the 

ent ire Co-op decision processes, a buf let in board system or 

electronic notepad can be concurrently used to allow decision 

members communicate their opinion regarding various organiza- 

tional aspects of their collective problem. 
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- .  
ENTER THE NRME OF THE GROUP NORM : Norm1 

1. IDENTIFICQTION OF GROUP MEMBERS: 
1.1 Enter number of decision makers : 

- Enter name of decision maker No. 1 : Facultyl 
- Enter name of deeision maker No. 2 : Faculty2 

1.2 ENTER THE PQSSWORD OF USER Facultyl : password1 

2. GROUP DECISION TECHNIQUES: 

2.1 Weighted majority rule: 
- EQURL Weights (Y/N) 

2.2 Rutomatic selection of techniques of 
aggregation of preferences (Y/N) , . 
- Rl : SUM-OF-RRNKS (Y/N) 
- R 2  : SUM-OF-OUTRRNKING-RELFITIONS (Y/N): 
- R 3  : QDDITIVE RRNKING (Y/N) 
- R4 : MULTIPLICRTIVE RRNKING (Y/N) . . 

2.3 Flutomatic computation of NRI (Y/N) 

3.1 Broadcasting of individual outputs (Y/N) : v 
3.2 Permission to modify individual analyses 

RFTER group analyses (Y/N) : V_ 
3.2.1 Haw MGNY t imes : 3 

3.3 Time limit to submit individual results: 
3. 3. 1 Hc5w MRNY days : 3 
3.3.2 Hour * - 12:8@ 

Figure 11, The Co-op Group Norm Definition Process 
(The underlined text indicates the user 
input using a hypothetical example) 
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(2) The Co-op Group Norm Filter: - 
The function of the Co-oP Group Norm Filter is $0 enforce 

the norms defined by the group norm constructor. It performs 

three functions. First, the Co-op Group Norm Monitor grants 

access to group DSS facilities to an user only if his 

identification and password are valid. It also warns the 

users if the time is running out. Second, it keeps track of 

the numbers of data transfers from individual DSS to the 

group DSS. This allows Co-oP to deny unauthorized request to 

the group module. Finally, the group norm filter monitors 

computation of group decision techniques in conjunction with 

the Co-op Model Manager, Some of the routines of the Co-oP 

Group Norm Filter are illustrated in Figure 12. 

(3) The Co-op Invocat ion Mechanism: 

The invocation mechanism allows the users to change some 

previously defined norms that become unrealistic or unfeas- 

ible. Co-op allows the group leader to modify a pre-defined 

group norm. It also permits creation of alternate norms, 

e.g,, new group members, different distribution of decisional 

power, exterrsion of new due dates. Thus, many norms can be 

sequentially applied to a given decision problem, or a given 

norm can be used for various problem situations. 
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,,-,,---------------------------------------------=--------- 

IF results-member-1 = "received" 
0 .  

result s-member-2 = "received " 
THEN select-group-algorithm 
ELSE check-dead 1 ine 
END IF 

IF ind-result-dead1 ine = "YES" 
THEN date = set-date 

time = set-time 
IF cur-rent-date ) date and current-time ) time 
THEN select-group-algorithm 
ELSE wait 
END IF 

ELSE wait 
ENDIF 

IF auto-select ion-of-RP = YES 
THEN select-appropriate-group-algorithm 
ELSE group-algorithm = set-group-algorithm 

comput e-group-resul t 
END IF 

IF MCDM-member-1 = RHP RND MCDM-member-2 = ELECTRE CIR 
MCDM-member-1 = ELECTRE RND MCDM-member-2 = RHP 

THEN number-of-feasible-group-result = 1 
group-algorithm-1 = "Sums-of-Outranking-Relationst1 
data-conversion(R~~-~ums-af-~utra'nk~ng-Relations~ = 

"necessary 
comput e-group-resul t 

ELSE number-of-feasible-group-results = 4 
group-algorithm-1 = "Rdditive" 
group-algorithm-2 = "Multiplicative" 
group-algorithm-3 = "Sums-of-the-ranks" 
group-algorithm-4 = "Sums-of-Outranking-Relations" 
data-con+ersion(RHP-SUMS-of-Outranking-Relations = 

"necessary" 
comput e-group-resul t 

ENDIF ............................................................ 

Figure 12. Some Routines of the Co-op Group Norm Filter 
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(4) The Co-oP IDSS-t o-GDSS Format t er : - 
The Co-op IDSS-t o-GDSS Format t er converts ind ivjdual MCDM 

outputs to data formats that are compatible with the techni- 

ques of aggregation of preferences. The current version of 

Co-oP consists of two individual MCDM methods time., RHP and 

ELECTRE) and four aggregation of preferences techniques 

( i .  e. , sums-of-the-ranks, sums-of-outranking-relat ions, 

additive function, and multiplicative function). Rt the 

individual level, RHP outputs consists of a vector of 

cardinal rankings. If the sums-of-the-ranks techniques is 

requested by the group, individual RHP outputs will be 

converted into ordinal ranking by the Formatter. Similarly, 

whenever necessary, the Co-oP Formatter transforms the 

ELECTRE matrix of outranking relations into vector of 

outranking relations and ordinal ranking. 
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This paper proposed a framework for designing a communica- 

t ions component that serves as an integrated system 1 inking 

decision support systems via a computer network to support 

group problem solving. Such an approach is a result of 

gradually increasing needs to integrate communications 

facilities into DSS. In a group decision situation, the 

communications facility must ti) reduce miscommunications 

among geographically dispersed decision makers, (ii) support 

formal and informal communications, (iii) simplify data 

transfer protocols, (iv) offer flexibility in setting 

various levels of information sharing ranging from limited to 

free exchange, and (v) accomodate various communications 

changes during the group decision making - process. - 

The communications component can be built by embedding a 

Group Norm Constructor, a Group Norm Filter, a Invocat- 

ion Mechanism, and a circumstance-shaped IDSS-to-GDSS - 

Formatter in the application and presentation layers of the 

IS0 Model. Rs opposed to the lower levels of the IS0 model 

that attempt to provide reliable connections, the modules of 

the GDSS communications component help define and preserve 

problemsolving protocols. 
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The implementat ion of Co-op, a GDSS for cooperative - 
group decision making has proven the feasibility of-the 

proposed framework in the context of multiple criteria 

decision methods. Its current use suggests that the combined 

service of the four communications modules can satisfy many 

of the requirements regarding remote information exchange. 

I n  an extension currently under development, distributed 

knowledge bases are being added to the system to improve 

further the coordination of man-machine-man interaction and 

of strengthen the inventor role of the GDSS communications 

component. Yet, further experimental investigation wi 11 have 

to prove that a well designed and implemented communication 

component in a GDSS could contribute to a multi-function and 

distributed office information system that supports colleet- 
. - 

ive managerial tasks in addit ion to clerical activities. 
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